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WHO WE ARE University School KINDERGARTEN
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea:

Our senses help us learn.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1.
2.
3.

how we can use our senses to learn about ourselves (function)
using our senses to explore the natural world (form)
how life is affected when our senses are differently abled (perspective)

Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Function: How does it work?
Perspective: What are the points of view?

Senses
Exploration
Observing
Investigation
Abilities

Communicators
Knowledgeable
Risk Takers

Thinking skills
Communication skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Our world
Science: The human body, seasons, tree inquiry, weather, STEM projects and Makerspace
Math and Problem Solving: Patterns and sorting. comparing
Language Arts: We use our sense of senses to identify letters and make their signs and sounds.

Art: Finger painting
Library: Five week unit on senses in picture books
Music: We use senses to create rhythms with hands/feet/mouths/instruments
PE: We use our senses to balance, dribble, throw, and learn new games
Spanish: Parts of the body; use senses to practice (see, hear, say, write new words)
Social Justice: Identity> I know that all my group identities are part of me—but that I am always ALL me.

WHO WE ARE University School FIRST GRADE
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea:

People’s choices affect communities.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1.
2.
3.

the importance of rules and symbols in communities (causation)
consequences of choices (reflection)
how healthy habits help a community (responsibility)

Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Responsibility: What are our
obligations?

Symbols
Community
Behavior
Choices
Consequences

Inquirers
Knowledgeable

Thinking skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Community members, community responsibilities, jobs
Science: Healthy habits
Math: Numbers in our lives and number sense: birthdates, heights, hours of sleep, problem solving
Language Arts: Daily oral Language, drawing pictures with captions, writing sentences, Junior Great Books, readalouds

Art: Symbolism and sharing your visual voice
Library: “Yesses” and “noes” in literature
Music: Healthy vocal habits (whisper, speak, shout, sing); working together to make music
PE: Collaborative games and following rules of tagging games. Working as a team to move and make shapes with a parachute.
Spanish: Body and food vocabulary, Mexican flag symbolism
Social Justice: Action > empathy, responsibility, respect, decision-making. Identity > the many facets of a person beyond appearance
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WHO WE ARE University School SECOND GRADE
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea:

Decisions are influenced by knowledge and beliefs.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. foundations and functions of governments (function)
2. roles of citizens (responsibility)
3. how leaders are chosen (responsibility and perspective)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Function: How does it work?
Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Perspective: What are the points of view?

Government
Roles
Rights

Principled
Risk Takers
Reflective

Social skills
Communication skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Civics/governments, leadership, rights and responsibilities of citizens, maps, history, voting
Science: The Nature of Science: Problem solving with issues.
Math and Problem Solving: Counting, tallying, graphing election results, data
Language Arts: Persuasive writing, text features (maps, etc.), speaking and listening

Art: Symbolism, identity, community building, and sharing your visual voice
Library: Voting choices have consequences: Choose Your Own Adventure
Music: Patriotic Music (Veterans Day); working together to achieve a common goal (singing/ensemble playing)
PE: MVP voting, ‘Rookie of the Year’
Spanish: Mexican Independence Day...Father Hidalgo, leaders, Hispanic leaders,Yo voté “stickers”
Social Justice: Identity > membership in groups, Justice > power and privilege, Action > decisions and justice
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WHO WE ARE University School THIRD GRADE
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea: People’s actions influence the world.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how our mind, body, and feelings define us as humans
2. how one human action affects/promotes inclusivity
3. how people take risks to advocate for social justice to create change
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Perspective: What are the points of view?

Equal rights
Opportunity
Leadership

Caring
Risk Takers
Balanced

Social skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Community, local and regional, democratic principles, responsible citizenship, voting,
civic issues
Science: The functions of the human body, genes, dispersal effect, STEM challenge
Math: Data, graphing, real world problem solving

Language Arts: Narrative writing, Fountas and Pinnell, readalouds
Art: How you make impact: symbolism, identity, community building, and sharing your visual voice.
Library: Changemaker biographies
Music: Playing for Change musical examples; music for expression and impact; Book: Change Sings!
PE: Athletes and social issues, using platform to affect change
Spanish: Cinco de Mayo and Mexican Independence (fighting for freedoms, etc.); Hispanic Heritage Month - Influential Hispanics
Social Justice: Identity > myself and my groups
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WHO WE ARE University School FOURTH GRADE
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea: Humans share a common experience and bring different

perspectives to the world.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. the various aspects of individuals (causation, connection)
2. finding our passions (perspective)
3. using our perspective to help solve problems (perspective)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Perspective: What are the points of view?
Connection: How is it linked to another thing?

Similarities
Differences
Problem solving

Risk Takers
Reflective
Balanced

Thinking skills
Social skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: contributions of individuals, personal histories, citizenship, geography related to content
Science: The brain, genetics, DNA, the Nature of a Scientist, STEM: coding with genetics, digital citizenship
Math: Inventory traits, data, measurement, conversion, Solve It to Win It
Language Arts: Reflective paragraphs, personal narratives, readalouds, poetry

Art: Symbolism, identity, community building, and sharing your visual voice
Library: Biographies and human traits
Music: “ Musically Me” activity; Song with Sign Language (for ex., “Peace Like a River” with signs)
PE: Gifted and talented performers. Highly skilled athletes, dance, strength, accuracy, speed etc.
Spanish: Hispanic Heritage Month, famous Hispanic Americans
Social Justice: The identities of complex people, responding to diversity with empathy and connection
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WHO WE ARE University School FIFTH GRADE
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea: Choices affect one's physical, emotional, intellectual, and social health.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how to establish healthy habits and routines (causation)
2. exploring human relationships (responsibility)
3. living a socially and emotionally healthy life (reflection)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Causation: Why is it as it is?

Choices
Healthy habits
Goals

Knowledgeable
Balanced

Social skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Disease impact on indigenous people; how health care was provided
Science: Health, diet, exercise
Math: Graphing healthy habits, comparing calorie needs, measuring content of foods
Language Arts: Poetry, self-reflective writing, communication about texts leads to writing classroom norms.

Art: Using the arts for mental health and emotional intelligence
Library: Book characters that face choices and make decisions
Music: Purposes and function of music; using music for mental and emotional health
PE: Lifelong fitness activities. Exercise can affect mood by releasing endorphins.
Spanish: Spanish vocabulary for emotions, body parts, reflexive verbs (daily routine)
Social Justice: Identity > positive social identities based on membership in multiple social groups
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WHO WE ARE University School SIXTH GRADE
An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea: Developing an awareness and understanding of inequity empowers us to act.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. identifying real life issues (causation)
2. investigating real life issues (perspective)
3. offering suggestions to real life issues (change)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Perspective: What are the points of view?
Change: How is it transforming?

Sustainability
Action

Caring
Communicator
Open-minded

Communication skills
Research skills

Passion
Agency

THE EXHIBITION
As a culmination to their learning journey at University School, the sixth grade
Exhibition gives students an opportunity to inquire into a self-chosen issue. Students
take responsibility for their learning while working individually and collaboratively.
Students research an issue related to the United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals, and spend much of the year investigating the issue from various perspectives
and developing a plan of action related to their issue. They present their knowledge,
passion, and ideas to the greater community and reflect on their learning.

